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Ankara (DGPI)— Artists Filiz and 
Fikret Otyam have presented some of 
their latest work to art-lovers in an ex­
hibition.
The oil-paintings and painted-collages 
of Fikret Otyam and the original weavings 
of Filiz Otyam are being viewed with in­
terest. The exhibition which contains 
around ten works of Fikret Otyam 
displaying the traditional painted collage 
technique, also includes oil paintings. His 
wife, Filiz, exhibited original woven wall- 
hangings bags, cushions, and clothes, 
made of raw silk.
A marvellous sense of colour har­
monisation has been obtained in these 
works.
Fikret Otyam briefly says the follow­
ing about his art:
Art and Me
“ My wife, Filiz, and I have opened our 
14th joint exhibition. 1 have on display my 
oil paintings, pastels and collages. There 
are 115 pieces in the exhibition. This is the 
first time that 1 have presented my 
painted-collages to viewers. Painted- 
collage a folkloric art, resembling stain­
ed glass is encased under glass and dates 
back centuries. This branch of art is no 
longer popular. Those made in prisons are 
of views of mosques, legends and religious 
scenes. Valuable and traditional writings 
and pictures were done in Istanbul using 
the painted-collage technique. Examples 
of these are in museums. I make use of 
this folkloric art with contemporary 
materials and’ an artistic concept of my 
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Fikret Otyam deals with the human figure in his 
paintings
Filiz Otyam’s exhibit of traditional Turkish 
weaving
The exhibition which contains oil paintings o f Fikret Otyam, 
also includes around ten of his works displaying the traditional 
painted-collage technique.
One ot Fikret Otyam’s works...
Otyams
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own. I am making efforts to popularise 
this art form but the only problem with 
this technique is the fragility of the 
materials used. However, this problem 
has mostly been solved in line with 
technological development. A hard glass 
is now being produced domestically and 
I am trying to make use of this” .
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